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ABSTRACT 

This research is motivated by the low writing ability of students. This is caused by 

the lack of variety of learning methods used by educators. The use of varied and 

creative learning methods can make students more active and motivated during 

learning activities. One of the creative methods that can be used is the AJJI (Amati 

Jaring-Jaring Ide) method. The purpose of this research is to test the writer's ability 

in planning, implementing, and assessing learning to write poetry using the AJJI 

method for students of class X Muallimien Persatuan Islam 31 Banjaran; to test the 

ability of students of class X Muallimien Persatuan Islam 31 Banjaran in writing 

poetry according to the elements of its construction; to test the effectiveness of the 

AJJI method in learning to write poetry for students of class X Muallimien 

Persatuan Islam 31 Banjaran; and to find out the difference in the ability to write 

poetry between the experimental class students who used the AJJI method and the 

control class students who used the discussion method. In practice the author uses 

quantitative methods. The data obtained were in the form of pretest and posttest of 

students from both the experimental class and the control class. The data from this 

study: 1) The author is able to plan, implement, and evaluate poetry writing lessons 

using the AJJI method with an average planning value of 3.6 and an average 

implementation value of 4, including in the Very Good category. 2) The ability of 

students to write poetry has increased with an average score of 41.56 pretest 

(enough category) to 84.68 posttest (very good category), 3) AJJI learning model 

is effectively used in learning to write poetry. This is evidenced by the results of the 

Mann-Whitney test which revealed the results of sig. 0.014 < 0.05. 4) there is a 

significant difference between the experimental and control classes. Based on the 

explanation above, the AJJI (Amati Jaring-Jaring Ide) method can be used as an 

alternative effective learning method in writing poetry texts 
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